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,Sub: Issue of stat~torynotices, conducting assessment proceedings, passing of
order under statutory provisions.

It is noticed that in some cases, assessment proceedirlgs are being

conducted in a casual manner" inviting adverse remarks from the Hon'b~ High

Court of Orissa. Some of the common observations of the KlQh Court are,

mis':match between order-sheet and order issued; antedating of notice & orders

and wrong exercise of jurisdiction by authorities.

Tax authorities, when performing quasi jUdicial functions have the

semblance of a court and accordingly they are required to discharge the duties

enjoined upon them under the statute in accordance with the norms of the judicial

procedure. The statutory prOceedings are conducted as per the provisions of

Order-V of the Civil Pro~edure Code which is commonly followed by all other

courts of India. The ingredients of Order-V of CPC are built into the. frame work

~ statutory Acts & Rules. The only thing left to·the assessing authorities'is that

such proceeding should be conducted following'the rule of fairness and principles

of natural justice which are very soul of qu~si-judicial proceedings.

It is common knowledge that a statutory proceeding commences with the

issue of notice'and ends with the passing. of order. Wrong issue of notice,

mention of wrong section, inordinate delay in service of notice vitiates

proceeding. The mode of service should be clearly indicated in the order-sheet

and compliance of the order is to be mentioned in the compliance column of the

order-sheet by the Bench Clerk. If the notieeis affixed; the signature of witness

.is to be recorded; and a statement of the processor server is to be rec6rded as to

the time, and place of affixture of n'otice.

The authorities exercising judicial powers are expected· to record all the

happenings related to a proceeding in an unbiased and dispassion~te manner as

the event start to arise and unfold before them. They should be mindful to record

SI. No. and ~ate of the order of the proceedings. They must record the names, of

the persons ,present and the arguments made by them. The proceedings mustbe



sIgned with a date. if the order is of an interim nature', the date of adjournment

should be clearly mentioned. The order should be let known to the dealer who

had participated'in the proceedings. His signature should be obtained in the

order-sheet as a token of proof of notice of the order. The Bench Clerk must put

up the file on the'next date of hearing'and the officer will record the proceeding in

the similar manner as above. The order should not be reserved for more than 2

(two) weeks which would be the time for dictating, typing and proof reading of the

printed order; Any correction in the order as well as in'the order-sheet should be "

signed. No blank page is to be kept in the order as well as in the order-sheet.

Every page of the order is to be stamped and signed. The mode of service Le.

process, register9cl post with AO,'service through advocate Orthrough affixture is

to be mentioned in'the 'order-sheet. The date of service of the order is also,to be

, mentioned to ~void alleg~tlon gf a!1ted~

It is to be borne in mind that tax proceedings must be conducted in a,

disciplined manner. The records of the proceedings are to be carefully

maintained as they are liable to be produced before the High Co~rt in certiorari

proceedings as i3 part of lower court record. ,If the records are ill-kept or if there

are mis-matches between the order-sheet and order, the High Court in exercise

of its power underArticle 226 of the Constitution of India, apart from quashing the

order may draw adverse inference against the officer which may also give rise to

disciplinary proceedings by the Department.

It is, therefore, instructed that the statutory proceedings must be

conducted following judicial discipline as stated above. Any deviation henceforth

will be seriously viewed and will carry disciplinary liabilities.
./

Sd/-
(Manoj Ahuja)

Commissioner of Commercial Taxes,
Orissa, Cuttack .
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Copy forwarded to theSpl. C.C.!. (Enf.)/All add~tional Commissioners (H.O) I

Additional Commissioner (Vigilance)1 JCCTs of all Territorial Ranges I DCCTs in

charge of·alf the Enforcement RangeslVig. Division! All DeCTs I ACCTs I CTOs in

charge of. Circles! Check gates! Assessment Units/ CTOs in charge of Investigation

Units/ail officers ofH. O. for information & necessary action
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Copy forwarded to the ACCT (IT) I syste~ an~tion they are

requested to take necessary steps for placing the circular in the CTD web-site.
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